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family names were only adopted around 1813

HONA HESEKIEL ROTHCHILD
teacher in Schopfloch
born 26 Sep 1752 Schopfloch, died 16 Apr 1839 Schopfloch
father = ?
mixed before 1791

LEA
born 17 Jan 1760 (where ?), died ?
father = ?

CHILDREN (born in Schopfloch):

(01) GUETEL 10 Oct 1791 - 23 Sep 1820 (died in Schopfloch)
she was not married

(02) HESEKIEL 08 Oct 1796 - 16 Apr 1839 (died in Schopfloch)
master glazier in Schopfloch
married before 1824
Magdalene Steinhart from ?
15 Dec 1797 - 30 Aug 1842 (died in Schopfloch)
parents = ?
couple had 5 children (born in Schopfloch):
(a) Noa 06 Jun 1824 - ?
(b) Reichel 23 Aug 1825 - ? (1st twin)
(c) Guetel 23 Aug 1825 - ? (2nd twin)
(d) Hona 16 Nov 1829 - ?
(e) Golis 18 Jan 1835 - ?

(03) REICHEL 31 Dec 1798 - ?